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Music can make someone smile when he is lonely and sad
Music can colour your life when you are happy or sad

Music is everywhere everywhere
Music is everywhere everywhere
Music is everywhere everywhere
Music is everywhere everywhere

Music can lead you to tears maybe someone could even say that
Music can speak to your soul imagine it filling your heart with

ev - ery - where, ev - ery - where
Music

ev - ery - where Music Music Music ev - ery where_
Music has changed his life... like a magic wind huuu!
Charming and beautiful sounds... what a magic wind huuu!

Bridge (imitating the wind)

Let's begin to sing!
Now it's time to sing!
Let's begin to sing!
Now it's time to sing!
Let's begin to sing!
Now it's time to sing!
It's the voice of the world,
It's not from wherever it comes
It goes right to your heart.

Here, it's not there; Music is everywhere.
It belongs to the stars! It's not longs to the stars!

Here, it's not there; Music is everywhere.
It's the voice of the world, it belongs to the stars! It's not
heart, it goes right to your heart, it goes right to your heart!

heart, it goes right to your heart, it goes right to your heart!

heart, it goes right to your heart, it goes right to your heart!